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RHS December 

Cultivating friendships: 
the Gateway Community 

Allotment project at 
Redhill, Surrey got 

together to celebrate 
their pumpkin 

harvest in 2019. 

Connecting with communities 

Through plants making friends 
More than half the UK's population has felt alone at some point, which is why the 
RHS offers people the chance to grow friendships through gardening 

The connections between gardening, wellbeing and 
good mental health are now widely recognised, 
and the RHS continues to find ways to reach people, 
getting them involved in growing, with all the benefits 
that brings (see also p8). Even before Covid-19 struck, 
a survey carried out by the Society showed that 
more than half the population felt lonely at times, 
which can seem heightened around Christmas. 

To enable people to make friends and combat 
social isolation. the RHS launched Grow Social in 
spring 2020. Almost 3,000 packs were sent out, 
including sunflower seeds and advice, to support 
events through which people could connect - but 
the project had to be curtailed because of the 
pandemic. However, people and groups have sown 
the sunflower seeds and shared the plants grown. 
RHS Britain in Bloom and It's Your Neighbourhood 
(IYN) groups have also worked to benefit local 
communities, school gardening has thrived (see 
pp48-50) and community projects continued. all 
carried out safely and socially distanced. 

Communities that care 
In Redhill, the Surrey Care Trust runs its Gateway 
Community Allotment Project, supported by the 
RHS. The scheme - aimed at those socially isolated, 
dealing with mental health issues or the long-term 
unemployed - provides a place where they can 
make friends and grow plants. Their efforts have 
been so successful that they are expanding and 
are creating a pond for which the RHS Community 
Outreach team.is providing aquatic plants. 

RHS Britain in Bloom's annual competition might 
have been cancelled this year. but groups have 
carried on growing and helping their communities. 
The RHS has encouraged them and awarded 
certificates to recognise some of the remarkable 
community-minded efforts the groups have made 
in supporting vulnerable people and promoting 
social interaction. Let's Grow Preston IYN group 
took on empty allotments to grow potatoes to 
supply local food hubs. and donated hundreds 
of vegetable plants to community gardeners. 
Throughout the UK gardening has been used to 

build social connections and keep in contact with 
those who are isolated. At Royal Wootton Bassett, 
Wiltshire, the local Men's Shed group stayed in touch 
with its members through email, their website and 
a radio broadcast. Elsewhere in the same county, 
Cricklade Bloomers held pop-up plant sales and 
new volunteers joined in. Hednesford Park IYN 
in Staffordshire set up craft projects, delivering 
materials to keep people connected during lockdown. 

Alana Cama. RHS Schools and Groups Manager, 
said, 'Growing plants is a great way to make friends 
as it gives you a shared interest. You don't have to be 
experienced; many groups are looking for volunteers 
and are happy to pass on their own knowledge. All 
you need is enthusiasm and a willingness to learn.' 
At a time when isolation is still being enforced to 

various degrees. RHS initiatives such as Grow Social 
(which will return in the New Year) have never 
seemed more important in helping people build 
social connections and make new friends. O 

Join in 
To find out more 
about taking part 
in community 
gardening in 
your area, whether 
new to gardening 
or a skilled grower, 
visit: rhs.org.uk/ 
get-involved 
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